**WSU hosts conference on alcohol and violence**

**Friday, November 19, 1999**

The University of Idaho hosted a conference on alcohol and violence on November 19. The conference was called "Evaluating the Impact of Alcohol Abuse on Student Health and Violence Prevention." The conference was sponsored by the Idaho Coalition Against Domestic Violence and the Idaho State University College of Medicine.

**Conference Speakers**

- **Benjamin W. Averitt**, a professor of psychology at the University of Idaho, spoke on the relationship between alcohol use and violence.
- **Dr. George Betas**, a professor of psychiatry at the University of Washington, discussed the role of alcohol in acute mental health disorders.
- **Dr. David M. Cote**, a professor of sociology at the University of Oregon, presented research on the effects of alcohol on social behavior.
- **Dr. Anna V. Ortiz-Rivera**, a professor of psychology at the University of California, San Diego, discussed the impact of alcohol on academic achievement and mental health.
- **Dr. John H. Ryan**, a professor of psychology at the University of Colorado, Boulder, presented research on the impact of alcohol on physical health.

**Conference Highlights**

- The conference featured a panel discussion on the latest research on alcohol and violence.
- Sessions on alcohol and violence in different cultural contexts were also held.
- A workshop on developing effective interventions for alcohol-related violence was included.

**Conference Takeaways**

- Alcohol misuse is a significant contributor to violence on college campuses.
- There is a need for more research on the relationship between alcohol use and violence.
- Effective interventions require a multi-faceted approach that addresses both individual and societal factors.

**Conference Conclusion**

The conference concluded with a call to action for universities to implement evidence-based policies and programs to address alcohol-related violence. The conference organizers emphasized the importance of collaboration between campus officials, law enforcement, and community partners to create a safer campus environment.

**Conclusion**

The conference on alcohol and violence at the University of Idaho was a valuable opportunity to raise awareness about the serious issues related to alcohol misuse and violence on college campuses. The conference highlighted the need for continued research and effective interventions to address these complex issues.
**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

Today:
- Session on preparing for finals in G-15, Brook Hall, 4:29 p.m.

Coming Events:
- "Our work is broken":
  - Donations of summer clothing, food or supplies can be dropped off at St. Augustine Catholic Church by the SLOC on the Soda Table. Donors are asked to bring a donation to the First Security Bank of Idaho prior to Student National Education Association.
  - The Center for Creative Services in Brook Hall, G-11, at 4 a.m. a program on blocking with holiday trivia will be in the SLOC silver and gold rooms, 9:30-10 a.m.
- Davidsonov on Fland, a film examining evolution and religion, will be shown and discussed Thursday at 10:30 p.m. in Kessell Room 111. It is a presentation sponsored by the Christian Forum.
- Market yourself with a resume and interview tips, Thursday, Nov. 19, 11 a.m. in Brook Hall G-11. Sponsored by Career Services.

Bechard, one of the Comedian's School's initial instructors, is a member of the board of directors.
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Jason plays the blues with his instrument of love

Due to the lack of this week's ads for personals, it seems either everybody is buckooed up with that "Hot flirty or flirty" or cluplationship depression starting early this year. If this is not the case, you may end up getting your personal in to the Chapel of Love again.

The Chapel of Love by Jason

John Holmes Street Double, SW2/907117 and Mel, seeking SW7/6-7: SW7 for Shkre taking from mid to old depending on the day of the week and what company I'm in. Just looking for some fun and some body heat this winter.

create69@hotmail.com

Athletic Feet Boy, 20, in search of older woman to teach sex. I'm not your average "True Guy". Show me how you want it. Tongue piercing a Plus. Under 28, please. vandalf25@msn.com

SWM looking for fun in all the wrong women. Looking small size or very large on small frame. Am into anything, age and race N.C.

longhair84@hotmail.com

Playful foreign exchange student, looking for a fun American guy.

“You need to utilize the Chapel's free student service because in Boise you might accidently hook up with some BS nasty.”

--Jason

increment@hotmail.com

If you like to feel good and would like someone to make you feel better then look no further. Police preferred.

shakemp@msn.com

Peter of the North, looking for Paradise Princess. Will fight bear, climb mountain, and capture sleigh key for your love.

peteroftheNorth@hotmail.com

you wet Tom Cat, but I can make your femine citee Men's gay asexual dream fun with lonely women. Age, race, size not important. All you need is love. shibut&handy@hotmail.com

21 y/o SWM with an attraction to redhead's. Would enjoy meeting a redhead, tree Thrusdays only, please. Wild may check if you'll allow it. It's good for both 26% and cap sex, though C's acceptable for either. Lover

fellbeads@msn.com

SCHOLARLY VIKING, looking for young, attractive, female Viking to return to the old country with. Swedish language not required. Can teach the true language of love. Prefer Swedish bikini member. Must enjoy Swedish pelvis music and potatoes.

g_g_viking@hotmail.com

Dude looking for chik, personality not included or required. penangalung@hotmail.com

Quest male looking for understanding female to stage as girlfriend for upcoming family reunion. Not tricky.

thehollernet66@hotmail.com

Micheloven safarmen looking to bring woman into a woman's heart 26 preferred

terikyvcn@hotmail.com

Single white mysterious male, looking for a fun loving 16-24 liberation type who transforms into before after 9pm. Must love incense. No smokers. No flake. jckekielydy@hotmail.com


cosmooutcast@hotmail.com

Adventurous white male, looking for a feminine source for. Non-smoker who likes to party and have a good time.

soccerr440@hotmail.com

Vibrant and vigorous middle aged business man, looking for a real Libra. Nothing over 15 pints.

adorky30@hotmail.com

Indecise 21 bank, looking for an aggressive policewoman’s daughter for fake night anxiety lessons. Must be open-minded and willing to explore new study habits.

passionate17_t@gmail.com

Applidate in search of Jason

Chocolate chromosome looking for private mentor to invite house. Must be over 21.

brattylove@hotmail.com

Beautiful media major, in search of photographic hikes 16-25 to play playing cards in underground caves. Tan and long hair preferred. sthickk4@hotmail.com

True Dale Duke, still looking for a roll. Be an orange charger. A plus. No more than 19 min. phone.

dale@2004@hotmail.com

Black beauty, looking for Eyze, the donkey, to make a move. No fools please.

green_round@hotmail.com

An apple for the teacher. Dear

Mr. T. I have taken your class twice now and find you very attractive. I always pay at your office at 3:00 to say hi. Would you consider a mentor ship with a student? teachers@jehotmail.com

Caravane on the road, looking for some bevy tube rake to satisfy pental cravings.

hungry-seenee_4k@hotmail.com

Personal Ads

Send your Argonauts to info@argonauts.com

I'm all alone in a dark room with nothing but weep. I need a boyish subject to teach me taste of love.

domestic@jehotmail.com

Lonely and frustrated female, in need of experienced dace roast 25 to make out some nasty pieces.

getemup@hotmail.com

Some lonely kids don't want to get with you but would like to watch you make love to some of their fresh warm dough. Only serious inquires please.

doughboy_98@hotmail.com

21-year-old slender blank, new in the area, looking for a fun gay to show me around and for possible long-term relationship. Smoker preferred.

newmoscow@hotmail.com

18-year-old freshman, looking for multiple relationships, to bond with. Wild, crazy and anything goes.

wickedh20@hotmail.com

Full figured and beautiful 20-year-old, looking for a hot Latino charmer for cold Moscow nights. Great cook and learning Spanish.

pictures68@hotmail.com

Artistic Aphrodite, looking for a real man, looking for adventure in a lasting relationship.

artistic67@hotmail.com

Sully Savannah Slater, looking for love in all the wrong places. Need a man. 16,28 to keep me from being lonely.

domestichusband@hotmail.com

Jason Seeking Jason

Young, well-to-do philanthrope seeks friends to help meet roman bathroom. Large punch bowl.

free_argonaut@hotmail.com

Deep sea bass looking for a sexy woman to teach her in Bronson Eye the pirate. No Cup, Shaw. Richards.

jollyroger2000@hotmail.com

GRANDFATHER CLAUSE FOR SET IN-STATE & OUT-OF-STATE STUDENT FEES.

SHUTTLE TRANSPORTATION ON WEEKENDS FROM LOCAL BARS.

SMooth Transition for the Move to Martin Stadium.

ENHANCED RELATIONS BETWEEN STUDENTS & MOSCOW RESIDENTS.

PLEASE VOTE TODAY & TOMORROW

MAHMOOD SHEIKH

ASU I PRESIDENT
A plea for real professors

By Kani Miller
University of Idaho Argonaut

Freshmen are sick of being treated like second-class citizens and don’t want to get the first week of college over with and be done with it. But we also need to put up with the university’s joke of an overworked “Counselor of Nazism.” None of our false doubts of Jan Tae’s know what they are teaching and are doing.
This whole city stays thing mainly freshmen in junior high. This also extends to the feeling of control and intimidation experience made many freshmen be having trouble.

FRESHMAN ARE HAVING TROUBLE

You see the problem behind all this that is this far more than not having shared problems but the feeling of not being wanted out and is not even out. More than making up for the real work it all got happening in a strange and intense form of anxiety, many doubts bombarding, for many months equal 14.5. Going to college, one tends to think that it will be the better, but facts lead to even more mystery in the surrounding people, and because their own personal beliefs are so many others issues; wondering around scaring away the love, learning and experience all over campus. This, while it sounds a little off-easy, is actually quite appealing considering the affair. More than making up for the real work it all got happening in a strange and intense form of anxiety, many doubts bombarding, for many months equal 14.5. Going to college, one tends to think that it will be the better, but facts lead to even more mystery in the surrounding people, and because their own personal beliefs are so many others issues; wondering around scaring away the love, learning and experience all over campus. This, while it sounds a little off-easy, is actually quite appealing considering the affair.

Matt White

Freshman Art Major

A great way to express your idea

The technique used by Scott J. Mahurin to depict his idea of love is a great way to express your idea. His argument is very convincing. He uses pictures of people in the street and tells the audience that love is not just something that happens randomly. He also uses his own personal experiences to support his argument. It is a very effective way to get across his idea and seems to be well received by most people.

This is a great way to express your idea. The technique used by Scott J. Mahurin to depict his idea of love is a great way to express your idea. His argument is very convincing. He uses pictures of people in the street and tells the audience that love is not just something that happens randomly. He also uses his own personal experiences to support his argument. It is a very effective way to get across his idea and seems to be well received by most people.
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Idaho one win away from Big West crown

By Todd Molehaven
University of Idaho Argonaut

Idaho gave themselves a shot at the Big West Championship this week with an exciting 30-21 win over Sacramento State in Nanook Arena. The Vandals need a win against Oregon State this weekend to end up in a tie atop the conference standings.

Strategy was key for Idaho in this contest. The Vandals kept Things simple, executing on both sides of the ball with great success. The defense held Sac State to just 210 total yards of offense, while the offense scored on 17 of 23 plays. Idaho's defense was led by Donnie Wilson, who had 10 tackles and a fumble recovery.

On offense, Idaho's quarterback, John Kayczak, completed 17 of 23 passes for 202 yards and two touchdowns. Wide receiver Benito Anthony had six catches for 104 yards and a score.

In the first quarter, Idaho moved the ball to the Sac State 10-yard line, but a 13-yard field goal was blocked by a strong Sac State defensive line.

In the second half, Idaho found its rhythm and scored 17 unanswered points. First, wide receiver Trevor Samuels caught a 9-yard touchdown pass from Kayczak. Then, Idaho's defense forced a punt, and the Vandals took over at midfield. Idaho had good field position and scored on a 7-yard touchdown run by running back John Williams.

In the fourth quarter, Idaho extended its lead with touchdown runs of 29 and 37 yards by Williams and a 14-yard touchdown pass to John Williams from Kayczak.

The Vandals will need to win on Saturday to secure the Big West Championship. Idaho is ready and waiting for Oregon State.

Photo by Nicki Taylor

Idaho rounds off exhibition games in style

By Matt McGee
University of Idaho Argonaut

The University of Idaho men's football team wrapped up its exhibition season Sunday afternoon at Mackay Stadium with a 20-12 win over Montana State. The game was played in front of a sellout crowd of 24,347 fans.

The Vandals wore black jerseys for the second half, reversing their usual uniform color scheme. Several high school players from the Treasure Valley also saw action in this game.

Idaho's defense dominated Montana State, forcing three turnovers and holding the Bobcats to just 12 points. Idaho's junior quarterback, John McVay, threw for 205 yards and a touchdown, while running back John Williams rushed for 108 yards and two touchdowns.

For Idaho, this victory was a good start to the regular season, which begins next weekend against Montana State in Missoula. The Vandals will need to continue this kind of performance if they hope to compete for a championship.

Winning the ball game was just the first step in Idaho's preparations for the upcoming season. The Vandals will need to work on improving their defense and special teams if they want to have success in the Big Sky Conference.

Idaho's next game will be against Montana State on Saturday, September 13, at 2 p.m. at Mackay Stadium. The Vandals are currently ranked No. 20 in the nation and will be looking to continue their winning streak.

Idaho and Oregon State are both 2-0 in the conference and battle for first place.

Photo by Nicki Taylor

Idaho State down Brigham Young

By Ryan Skinner

Idaho State tied the game on a 9-yard touchdown pass from quarterback John Kayczak to wide receiver Benito Anthony with 1:23 left in the fourth quarter.

The Idaho State defense forced a fumble on the final drive, and the Vandal offense took over at midfield. Idaho State quarterback John McVay then connected with tight end Tim Kelly for a 10-yard touchdown pass with 1:16 left in the game to win the game.

Idaho State quarterback John McVay was a big reason for the Vandals' victory. He completed 12 of 20 passes for 141 yards and two touchdowns. McVay also rushed for 61 yards and a touchdown, helping Idaho State build a 20-12 lead.

For Idaho State, the win was a significant one, as they are currently ranked No. 20 in the nation. The Vandals will need to build on this win as they prepare for their next game against Montana State on Saturday, September 13, at 2 p.m. at Mackay Stadium.

Winning the ball game was just the first step in Idaho's preparations for the upcoming season. The Vandals will need to work on improving their defense and special teams if they want to have success in the Big Sky Conference.

Idaho State and Montana State are both 2-0 in the conference and battle for first place.

Photo by Nicki Taylor

Idaho State round...
Open mic poetry returns to Michael's

Open Mic is a trick and poppin' party that was held at Michael's last Friday. The event was sponsored by Michael's Greek club and Waterman, and it featured some of the area's most talented poets and musicians. The event started with a few hours of open mic time, where anyone could sign up and read their poetry. After that, there were some older cuts from popular movies and songs, along with some original pieces by the poets. The event was a huge success, and everyone had a great time. Overall, it was a great night for poetry and music, and we can't wait for the next one!

---

Lennon outlooks album for fans only

Lennon outlooks album for fans only is an album review by Kevin Kendrick from the University of Idaho Argonaut. The album is a collection of songs that were written and recorded by John Lennon in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The album was released in 2021 and has been praised for its raw and honest lyrics and its powerful social and political messages. The review is positive and recommends the album for fans of John Lennon and for anyone interested in the historical context of the 1970s and 1980s. The review also discusses the album's production and its impact on the music industry.

---

Tales: Interstellar Memories is lost in space

Tales: Interstellar Memories is lost in space is an article by Ben Morrow from the University of Idaho Argonaut. The article is about the recently released album "Tales: Interstellar Memories is lost in space" by a local band. The article reviews the album and discusses its strengths and weaknesses. The review is positive and recommends the album for fans of alternative and experimental music.

---

College professors take a closer look at film classic

Professor of Film Studies, Dr. Chang S. Sobol, from the University of Idaho, has recently published a paper on the film classic "The Wizard of Oz." The paper examines the film's cultural impact and its influence on contemporary popular culture. Dr. Sobol's paper is based on his extensive research and analysis of the film, and it is a valuable addition to the ongoing conversation about the film's lasting impact.

---

Comic poet comes to Laura's

Comic poet comes to Laura's is an article by Kari D. Miller from the University of Idaho Argonaut. The article is about a local poet who performed at a recent event at Laura's. The poet's performance was well-received by the audience, and the article highlights the importance of supporting local artists and promoting cultural events in the community.
Associated Students of Idaho OFFICIAL BALLOT

Nov 17-18, 1998

Please vote by filling in the letter “A” box on the scantron for your choice on each question. Blank box = no vote

Senator:
Please vote for SIX (6) Candidates
1) (A) Brooke Watkins
2) (A) Elizabeth Beechler
3) (A) Buck Samuel
4) (A) Adam Wyant
5) (A) Romney J. Hogaboam
6) (A) R.B. Brandvold
7) (A) Daniel Noble
8) (A) Dustin Best
9) (A) Colleen R. Kantner

Write-in Candidate

President:
Please vote for ONE (1) Candidate
10) (A) Adam M. Browning
11) (A) Mahmood U. Sheikh

Write-in Candidate

Vice-President:
Please vote for ONE (1) Candidate
12) (A) Beau Bly

Write-in Candidate

Faculty Council Representative:
Please vote for ONE (1) Candidate
13) (A) Henry C. Hafliger

November 17-18
VOTE ONLINE: www.asui.uidaho.edu
OR VOTE AT: Administration, SUB, Wallace, Library, Phi Gamma Delta